Advanced Design Sketchbook - Marking Period 3 part 1
*Do not include full pages pasted in your journal from other sketchbooks!

5 pages for MP 3 part 1 due February
4 full credit
What to do...

19th

5 fully finished pages
with the
designs/drawings of
your choice

Fully covered white
space – drawing
appears to be a
completed thought =
10 points per page

Original Designs with no
recycled or copyrighted
characters
A clear indication where
the 5 pages start.
Marked with a post it or
written indicator on the
page
1 page of 10 different
Alien Designs
Create a dynamic
design with a Triangle,
Circle, Rectangle, and
line
1 giveaway page

It’s all you.

Total expertise =

Write MP3a in a small
corner, post it tab,
behind a page – or
make a full page design
You covered the entire
page.
All elements should be
simple and created
with a separate solid
color of your choice
Be sure to COVER ALL
WHITE SPACE! Write a
brief note on the back.
Take a photo and make
a print out to place in
your sketchbook.

3

2

Pages done in black
and white without
any shading and
lots of white space
= Only 5 points per
page

A few
50 points
random
marks on a
page = Only 3
points per
page
10 points

Maybe you have a
blank page in front
of your 5 pages…
and maybe you get
just 2 points.

No indication
where to
start = no
credit

Score!

10 points

10 points
10 points

You made it but did
not create the print
out in your
sketchbook. = 5
points
One day late = 10
points off

The print out
is just
floating in
your
sketchbook,
unglued.
Two days
late = 20
points off

10 points

100
points
total
Your
Score

